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Our passage this morning begins with a “Therefore.” Verses 1-12 told us something 

about who we are and where we are destined: we are God’s elect, bound for an eternal, 
guaranteed inheritance. I Peter 1:13 and following flow logically from these verses. Verses 1-12 
are doctrine and belief; verses 13-22 are behavior and practice. From doctrine flows action. From 
credenda or (creed) comes our agenda, or how we are to behave. How Christians are to behave is 
captured comprehensively under two large headings, both of which are found in this passage: 
The first is holiness and the second is love. Holiness is the application of verses 13-21. Love is 
the application of 22 and following. 

This morning we only have the time to consider the first ethical command, the first action 
that flows from doctrine: Be Holy. Holiness is not popular. I have a file of sermon illustrations 
and I am ashamed to say that my file cabinet did not have one illustration of holiness. To 
describe someone as holy is, first of all, very out of the ordinary and not necessarily 
complimentary. Holiness is often seen as pretension, such as “That person is holier than thou.” 
Holiness may conjure up images of boredom: quiet churches and solemn processions, things that 
are quiet and subdued. Or holiness may seem inaccessible: Mother Teresa may be holy, but who 
can strive for such things? Holiness has an image problem that we need to correct, because it is 
one of the two main directives for our behavior as Christians.  

This week I made a discovery that I found helpful and I hope you will too. God, you 
probably know, is described as holy. His holiness is associated with one particular title or role. 
The Bible uses titles and roles to describe God’s activity. For instance: He is called a shepherd, a 
creator, a father. There are some qualities or characteristics that are associated with each of those 
titles. God’s patient care is associated with his title of the Good Shepherd (“The Lord is my 
shepherd I shall not want, he leads beside still waters…”). As the Creator, He is wise. (“In 
wisdom you created us...” The psalmist wonders at his own creation, “You wove me together in 
my mother’s womb, Your eyes saw my unformed substance. How vast are your thoughts, If I 
could count them, they would number more than the sand.”) 

What role or title is holiness associated with? Holiness is often associated with God’s 
kingly role or His royalty. This is seen most clearly in Isaiah 6: “In the year that King Uzziah 
died I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne - high and lifted up!” Do you see the context: An 
earthly king died (Uzziah) and perhaps even at the royal funeral, Isaiah had a vision of the Great 
King, sitting on His throne, and the train of His robe filled the temple. He is surrounded by His 
servants, who call out: “Holy.” God’s holiness is associated with His royalty. 

Now it starts to make sense of what holiness might look like for us. If you watch 
Downton Abbey, you’ve seen how the servants are flustered when the Lord walks into the 
servants’ quarters.  The poor butler stumbles over his words and all the servants stand ram-rod 
straight, because they are in the presence of someone royal. They are the commoners. Here is 
someone royal, someone different, someone other. We might even say someone holy, for that is 
what holy means: different, set apart. 

So what does this have to do with us? You might be thinking, “We are not British, we are 
not royal.” But there you would be wrong - you are royal!  

There is a quiet thread that runs throughout the Bible that hints at our royalty. In Genesis 
1, humanity is told to have dominion. That is a royal word: dominion. Adam is placed on earth as 
a king, with Eve as his queen. Daniel 7, a great passage, hints at our royalty: “But the saints of 
the most high will receive the kingdom and possess it forever and ever.” The apostle Paul writes 



to the Corinthians, “Don’t you know that the saints will sit judgment over the angels?” He writes 
to Timothy, “If we endure, we will also reign with Christ.” 

Royalty: kingly honor not only to God but to you and me- as well. Even in this letter to 
Peter, you and I are called “a royal priesthood.” 

“The Weight of Glory,” one of C.S. Lewis’s best essays, summarizes what we can know 
of our eternity in four points: 1) We will be with Christ, 2) There will be feasting, 3) We will 
have some sort of official royal capacity, and 4) We will put on glory. In The Lion, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe, writing with a thoroughly converted Christian imagination, Lewis tells of all four 
children entering Narnia as kings and queens. 

What does this have to do with holiness? Everything! Here’s how you should think about 
holiness:  are my actions, words, and thoughts fit for a king? Are they fit for royalty? Because 
that is who you are! You are a royal priesthood and there are thoughts, actions, and words that 
are simply beneath your dignity. 

Several years ago, one of the princes in England was behaving poorly and the general 
response to his behavior was simply: “This is not behavior fit for royalty.” What about our 
behavior? Is it fit for royalty?  Holiness, this royal composure, is to inform every aspect of our 
lives. Be holy, be royal in all your conduct. Is what we watch, wear, listen to, are these things fit 
for a king or queen? Do our thoughts, words, and actions have a royal bearing? F.F. Bruce, a 
great New Testament scholar, writes, “Chastity is not the whole of sanctification but it is an 
important element in it, and one which had to be specially stressed in the Greco-Roman world of 
that day” - and in our day as well!  

Holiness has an image problem. Holiness sounds pretentious, dull, or inaccessible. But if 
we think of holiness in terms of royalty, it implies dignity, courage, wisdom, justice, grace, and 
beauty. Holiness is utterly attractive.  

In our passage today, we have three compelling reasons to pursue holiness - or as I have 
suggested, to pursue a life befitting a king. First and foremost, we are to be holy because God is 
holy. This is just one example of many in which the Bible repeatedly assumes that imitation of 
God’s moral character is the ultimate basis of ethics.  The final reason why some things are right 
and some are wrong is that God delights in things that reflect His character and hates those 
things which are contrary to it.   

A couple of months ago, I stumbled upon a word that I thought was so fitting. It was 
actually a dietary word; I found it in a restaurant. The word was a flexitarian. Flexitarian is 
someone who is trending vegetarian but still open to meat. That is the perfect descriptor for us. 
We live in a flexitarian world. Doesn’t it seem like all the big questions (e.g., marriage, abortion, 
gender) of our day are being approached from a flexitarian mind-set? Is there anything right or 
wrong? Well, we are flexitarian. Christians must disagree. While we should avoid knee-jerk 
rigidity, we must stand firm when the fashion of the world around us is contrary to the good and 
pleasing will of God. The choice for a follower of Jesus is easy. Those who love Him follow 
Him. 

The second reason for holiness, or to carry yourselves like royalty comes from verse 17: 
God judges impartially according to one’s deeds. Now this requires careful thinking. In the first 
few verses we have seen that the elect - you and I - has an eternal inheritance. The entire thrust 
of the first 12 verses of this letter is our assurance. Now we come to a passage that says God 
judges. Our minds may quickly jump to the last judgment, when those who have trusted in the 
work of Christ enter glory and those who have not, perdition.  Having just assured us of the 
certainty of our eternal inheritance in the first 12 verses, is Peter now saying “Not so fast”? No! 
Notice the tense of the verb. He does not say God will judge you (as in a future action), he says 



God judges (present action), as if it is happening right now. Being a part of God’s elect carries 
great privilege and it ensures our eternal inheritance, but that should not lead us to think that 
disobedience will not go unnoticed and without consequence.  

King David is a great example. He had a phenomenal moral failure, and a phenomenal 
prayer of repentance. We can state with confidence that King David is enjoying his eternal 
inheritance right now, despite his phenomenal failure. But don’t forget that David’s life was an 
absolute train wreck following his moral collapse. His family turned on him, his children died, 
his kingdom was taken from him. Although his eternal destiny was secure, his life on earth was 
extremely hard. Even though David was part of the elect, he was not spared from the immediate 
repercussions of his disobedience. 

Even though you and I may be part of the elect with a secure eternal inheritance, this does 
not mean we will be spared the immediate repercussions of foolish decisions. In other words: 
Christians who make bad health choices (e.g., eating unhealthily, smoking cigarettes, drinking 
excessively) are not going to be spared the consequences on their health. Neither are Christians 
who had made accounts on Ashley Madison, that awful website whose contents were just made 
public, spared the disastrous repercussions of their decisions.  

What should we tell our friends who have fallen? What should we tell ourselves as 
warning? Through the work of Christ on the cross, every stain from every sin is taken away.  
Your eternal inheritance is certain. But every implication of every sin is not. And while heaven 
may be certain, your life until that point will be anything but heavenly. It is a word of warning to 
encourage our holiness. God does not show partiality to his elect. It is a word of warning and 
should be heard as such. 

The third and final reason to pursue holiness (or royalty) is the cost of our purchase. 
Don’t forget that you were ransomed, you were purchased by something of surpassing value: the 
blood of the Lamb, Jesus Christ. 

Jennifer and I celebrated our 15th anniversary this past weekend. To celebrate that, I had 
one of her grandmother’s rings re-set. We give rings to tell someone how much we value them. 
They are freely given, but not cheaply given. It comes at a cost, but a cost willingly paid. 

Don’t forget, you followers of Christ: don’t forget the cost of your purchase. Don’t forget 
that blood was shed for you. This was the cost of our redemption. It was freely given – even 
gladly given – but it was not cheaply given. The value of Christ’s gift makes our greatest gifts, 
even gold and silver, just perishable items, rotting on a shelf.  

As a valuable wedding band reminds us of a costly love, so the blood of Christ reminds 
us of the cost of our ransom, of who we are, and of how we are to live. Be holy. Be royal, 
dignified, courageous, and kind. Why? Because God is holy, and we reflect Him!  

Remember that God does not show partiality; He judges now, and disobedience has real 
immediate implications even though our eternity is secure. Remember the cost of your ransom. It 
was not something passing like trinkets of gold and silver; you were purchased with the precious 
blood of Christ, a Lamb without blemish or spot. This holiness does not come by accident. It 
requires us to gird up the loins of your mind. Be sober, alert, and ready to live a life of royal 
dignity, a life of holiness. 
 

God of grace and God of glory, on your people pour your power; 
crown your ancient church's story, bring its bud to glorious flower. 

Grant us wisdom, grant us courage, for the facing of this hour. 


